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Research Questions 
toward an understanding of human mind -- consciousness

1.  What does distinguish the mind of humans 
from that of other animals? 

- Evolutional foundation

2. How does the human mind develop? 

- Ontogeny

3. What causes typical/atypical development? 

- Developmental model of human cognition



Social and communicative deficits of 

autism spectrum disorders (ASD)

 Persistent deficits in social communication                     
and social interaction across contexts

（DSM-Ⅴ Criteria A）

 Reward processing abnormalities in ASD are 
specific to social stimuli 

（no difference for monetary rewards）

- Anterior cingulate vortex (ACC)

- Ventral striatum 

- Ventral prefrontal cortex

 Abnormal functional activation and                                          
atypical structures of the Amygdala

 “Mirror neuron system" deficit ?

When and Why such atypicality emerge in ASD?



The number of ASD children increases                            
Nature (2011)

ASD diagnoses have 

climbed steadily

Reason is unclear
 The growth in the prevalence of 

autism cannot be explained only 
by genes

 Need to elucidate the true 
environmental influences on ASD 
(gene–environment interactions) 

 From fetal period

“How genes and the 

environment shape the 

development of autism?”



Newborns prefer biological motion

Simion et al., 2008, PNAS



Newborns prefer faces looking directly at them

Farroni et al. 2002, PNAS



Infants with ASD decrease attention to eyes 
from 2 to 6 months of age 







Cortical activation in response to 
various sensory stimuli in newborns

 Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)

 Produce a new NIRS headgear  
covering  the entire head 

(the occipital, temporal, centroparietal areas)

 No studies measure
brain activities over broad 
cortical areas for various sensory    
stimuli with the same probe

Noninvasive blood

oxygenation monitoring 



Novel NIRS headgears covering the whole newborn brain

Three types of sensory stimuli

- Auditory： noise, speech, 
piano music, 
female voice 

- Visual： flashing light 
at 8-20Hz 

- Tactile： vibration motor

Shibata et al. 2012, NeurorReport

43 channels



Auditory task

Right / Left temporal areas



Visual task

Occipital and some Temporal areas



Tactile task

Right/Left temporal and centroparietal areas



Tactile experience  is important in early development

 Different types of stimuli activate 
each corresponding primary sensory cortex

 Tactile stimuli activate in broader brain
areas compared with other types of stimuli

 Importance of tactile sensation                         
in the perinatal period



Observation of human fetus using 
four-dimensional ultrasound sonography

Scanning fetal body movements and 
facial expression with 3-D imaging in 
almost real-time mode (20 frames /sec.)



Human fetuses begin to learn

 Toward the  “external world ”

- Pushing womb wall by their palm (25 w GA)

- Grasping umbilical cord by their fingers (30 w GA)

 Toward  “their own body ”

- Hands to mouth (18 w GA)

- Sucking  (20 w GA)

- Grasping hands, tiptoes, knees (22 w GA)

- Opening mouth before hand  to 
mouth/sucking  (24 w GA)

“anticipatory mouth opening” 



Fetal anticipatory mouth opening ?

 Newborns show  coordinated  movements between 
their hands and mouths  (hand-to-mouth)

 “Anticipatory” mouth opening before their hands 

come in contact with their mouths

 

Butterworth & Hopkins (1988), Rochat, 2001

？
Hand-Mouth contact is           
an action that reflects the 
anticipation of the goal, 
which is the behavioral 
evidence for “intention”

(primitive knowledge of self )
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Development of proprioception in the womb

Myowa-Yamakoshi & Takeshita, 2007, Infancy

24 w GA



Fetuses learn mother’s voice

Kisilvsky et al., 2003, Psy Sci. Takeshita et al. 2012, Interaction Studies

Human fetuses discriminate 
mother’s voice  
from other females’ voice

- Increase heart rate 
- Responses were sustained for 4 min

- Activate oral movements !



Oral responses to mother’s and stranger’s voices

Fetuses: 28-34 w GA
N= 18 each

Takeshita et al. 2012, Interaction Studies, Myowa-Yamakoshi et al., submitted





Fetal brain development in humans 

4 month GA 6 month GA 7 month GA

9 month GA

（at birth）
8 month GA

adult

remarkable development in the last trimester of pregnancy 

- increase in brain volume

- increase the amount of sulcal



Observation of chimpanzee fetuses

© Kyoto University



Remarkable enlargement of the human brain
Sakai et al., 2012, Current Biology



Development of early neural system

At birth 3 m 6 m

9 m 12 m 18 m

Myelination of axons 

- Explosion of synapse formation
densities peaking at age 2 months 
in all areas except visual area

- Synaptic pruning
at different rates among different 
cortical areas (until teenage) 

At age     
2 months

Effects of Postnatal  
Environment ?



Development of Preterm Infants 

Nature, 444(9), November 2006



Environment in NICU (neonatal intensive-care units)

- excessive noise and light

- motionless in an incubator

- isolation from mother

- many routine medical procedures             
(may be painful)

--- Nature, 444(9), November 2006



Fabrizi et al., Current Biology, 2011

A Shift in Sensory Processing that Enables the Developing 

Human Brain  to Discriminate Touch from Pain

 The human brain may discriminate touch from pain from 35–37 weeks GA

 Before 35–37 weeks, touch and noxious lance evoke nonspecific neuronal bursts

 After 35–37 weeks, touch and noxious lance evoke modality-specific potentials



Preterm birth increases developmental risks

 Babies born just two weeks early are at higher risk 
of physical and mental problems than those born later

Lindstrom et al., 2011, Pediatrics

Higher risk of

- Language development

- Cognitive and social-emotional functioning 

- ADHD（2.5－5 times greater）

- LD（4－6 times greater）

- ASD（5 times greater ?）

 Extremely preterm babies (<27 weeks of GA)

Nature, 2011 

Long-term study of    

gene–environment  

interactions is needed



ANS assessment by infant cry 



Participants

 Full-term newborns (n=20)

 Preterm infants of term-equivalent age (n=44)

*  They were born at Kyoto University hospital 

*  No severe brain lesion and complications

(e.g. IVH, PVL, cerebral palsy)



Recording and Analysis

- Spontaneous cries within 30 min before feeding

- Acoustic index: 

Fundamental frequency (F0)
Duration 
Formant frequency etc...
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spectrogram of a cry utterance

Formant

Frequency
Investigation of the effects on infant cry

- Gestational age

- Body size

- Intra Uterine Growth Retardation

(IUGR)



Examples of infants’ cry

Full-term’s cry

Preterm’s cry



Results

1) Shorter gestational age is related to higher F0   

of spontaneous cry at term-equivalent age

2) Higher F0 is not related to neither smaller body 

size nor IUGR



Why preterm birth increase F0 of spontaneous crying?

The effect of lower vagal activity on higher pitch of crying ? 

Vagus nerve

- Parasympathetic nervous system

- Control of visceral organs
(e.g. heart, larynx)

- Decrease tension of vocal folds
（e.g. Patural et al., 2008）

- Preterms... 
lower vagal activity at term age 
relative to full-terms

（e.g. Patural et al., 2008）



 Cry F0 ×Vagal activity

 Heart rate variability (HRV) 

- RR intervals  RR time series

- Spectra domain analysis using FFT

High freq component (HF: 0.25-1.50Hz）

- Respiration: parasympathetic (vagal activity) 

Low freq component (LF: 0.04-0.24Hz)

- Blood pressure: sympathetic/parasympathetic

Data Analysis

RR interval

Fast Fourier 

Transform

RR time series

HFLF
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Preterms (n=30, 32.3GA),  Full-terms (n=30, 39.5GA)

1) HRV-HF: Preterm＜ Full-term (t=5.59, p<.001)

2) GA×HRV-HF:  Positive correlation（r=.49, p<.01）

r = .49**

Resting Heart Rate Variability (HRV-HF)
HF component: parasympathetic nervous system

***

***



Resting HRV (HF) × F0 of spontaneous cry

→ Negative correlation（r=-.35, p <.01）

r = -.35**

Resting HRV-HF × Cry F0



Science “Latest News”

SCIENCESHOT



Preterm infants at term-equivalent age 
vs. full-term newborns

- Cortical activation in response to speech stimuli

- 94-channel Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)



Preterm infants at term-equivalent age and
Full-terms show different speech processing

Naoi et al. (2013)

Activation (oxy-Hb) Functional Connectivity

Full-term ＞ Preterm Preterm ＞ Full-term

Ｌ Ｒ

lower right temporal activation higher interhemispheric connectivity



Cerebral responses were inversely correlated with PNA in 
the right temporal region of the preterm infants

Oxy-Hb changes were inversely correlated 
with PNA in Ch62 and Ch72 in the right 
temporal region of the preterm group 

The channels with 
significant correlations 
between the PNA and 
oxy-Hb changes

Naoi et al. (2013)



Preterm infants at term-equivalent age and
Full-terms show different speech processing

Activation (oxy-Hb) Functional Connectivity

Full-term ＞ Preterm Preterm＞ Full-term

Ｌ Ｒ

lower right temporal activation higher interhemispheric connectivity

Preterm infants follow developmental trajectories 
different from those born term ?

Naoi et al. (2013)



Resting-State Functional Connectivity (RSFC)

Red:  the connections higher 
in preterm infants

Blue: the connections higher 
in full-term neonates

Preterm infants and full-term neonates follow different 
developmental trajectories during the perinatal period
- RSFC between the bilateral temporal and bilateral parietal regions

preterms > full-terms

- RSFC between the left temporal and left parietal regions 
full-terms > preterms

Fuchino et al. (2013)

later cognitive 

language development?



Follow-up study on preterm infants’ development

- Follow-up during the first two years of life
- Comparison of attention patterns between preterms and full-terms

(1) Audio-Visual integration processing

- Sensitivity for A-V synchrony

- Buba-Kiki perception

- A-V emotional information matching

(2) Attention to social stimuli

- Biological motion perception

- Visual preference for geometric patterns and humans

- Joint attention



AV synchrony in speech

AV emotional information matching

Buba-Kiki perception

Biological 
motion 
perception

Visual preference for  
geometric patterns

Joint attention

8~10 min at maximum

AV information 
integration

Information processing  
in social context



Full terms （n=55）



Preterms at term-equivalent age (n=56)



Preference for geometric patterns

Joint research with Dr. Umino (Aoyama Clinic, Tokyo)
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Full terms   Pre-terms        ASD
(12 months)  (12 months at TEA) ( 3-7 years)

Preference over 60% for geometric patterns is early predictive diagnosis biomarkers for ASD (Pierce et al., 2011)



Impairment of Motor Control in ASD



Motor control and Social cognition

“ Internal models of the body and the (SOCIAL) world ”      
Motor control in Social Context: 

- Sensori / Motor Prediction / Feedback

- Error correction

- Estimation of Motor commands

How Motor Control System relates to Social Cognitive Development?



Motion Capture



New approach: Constructive Developmental Science

 “Constructive Developmental Science”

 Understanding

the principles of human development
by analyzing data and modeling it 
from the perinatal period

 New understanding of human 
mind and its disorders

© prof. Y. Kuniyoshi lab (Univ. Tokyo)

Fetal motor simulation
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